Rims of carbon nanotubes – influence
of chirality
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We study the possible configurations of the open ends (rims) of
carbon nanotubes. There are many possible rim structures for a
given chirality (n,m). The rim configuration depends to a large
extend on the atomic species and shape of its host material. We
develop formulas to derive the number of armchair and zigzagtype dangling bonds contained in a specific rim configuration.

Armchair and zigzag-type dangling bonds form different
barriers at the interface between a carbon nanotube and a host
material. Reshaping the rim to a desired configuration allows to
change the properties of the nanotube, e.g. transport barriers,
which might be interesting for producing tailored NEMS or
carbon nanotube based composites.
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1 Introduction Carbon nanotubes are a fascinating
material with largely varying electronical and mechanical
properties depending on the atom configuration/chirality [1].
Many studies have been devoted to determine how nanotube
properties depend upon chirality, e.g. electronic structure [2, 3].
The possible nanotube cap configurations have been extensively studied [4, 5], which fix the chirality of the nanotube [6].
But so far no extensive study of the rims of carbon nanotubes
in chirality dependence has been conducted.
Most studies considering the rim only treated the rim
structure as a byproduct of growth [7–10]. The growth is
modelled with addition of carbon atoms or carbon dimers.
Gomez-Gualdron and Balbuena [8] start with preformed
caps in inclined rim configurations and add C2 until straight
rim configurations are achieved. The addition paths allow to
derive various rim configurations, but as the aim of the study
was to understand the growth, no detailed study on the rim
configurations was performed. Ding et al. [9] showed that
achiral tubes (armchair and zigzag nanotubes) will only grow
with the introduction of kinks.
In this paper we study various rim configurations in
dependence of nanotube chirality. We demonstrate how to
derive all possible rim configurations. We find that rim
configurations can be described by formulas depending on
the chiral indexes (n,m) and the number of kinks, which
correspond to addition of C2 between two armchair sites.
Designing the environment of carbon nanotube rims to
certain shapes, by, e.g. lithographic methods, allows to

obtain specific rim configurations with properties that
can be interesting for the implementation into NEMS.
Understanding the rim shaping is further important to
understand and design carbon nanotube based composites,
as the interfaces between the nanotubes and the composite
material influence the properties of the whole system.
Manipulating the rim structure of a nanotube opens a new
field for tailoring the properties of carbon nanotubes and
nanotube devices.
2 Rims of carbon nanotubes We first want to derive
possible rims of a carbon nanotube. Therefore we first define
the elements which a nanotube rim can be composed of,
using an example including all the elements. A threedimensional wire model of a (5,5) nanotube with two
different rim structures and an unzipped two-dimensional
representation of the rims are shown in Fig. 1. In general
there are two kinds of dangling bonds – armchair a and
zigzag z – that exist in a nanotube rim. Armchair dangling
bonds a consist of one of two neighbouring twofold C–C
bonded atoms. Zigzag dangling bonds z have two saturated C
neighbours and are themselves twofold C–C bonded. An
addition site denoted by ‘.’ elongates the rim by a hexagon
with C2 addition. The rim presented in Fig. 1a is the one
expected from the circumferential chiral vector construction.
The rim of Fig. 1b is another possible rim with one side being
much longer than the other side, this produces an angled end
of the tube.
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Figure 1 3d wire model of a (5,5) nanotube and unzipped 2d
representation of its rim. Addition sites ‘.’ armchair ‘a’ and zigzag
dangling bonds ‘z’ are the elements that a rim contains. (a) From
circumferential vector expected rim and (b) Angled rim.

To derive all possible nanotube rims containing only
armchair and zigzag dangling bonds, we use the rim creation
sheet presented in Fig. 2. The possible rim paths for a (3,3)
nanotube [11] are shown bordered by full lines. Following
the direct connection between the lower corner of the (0,0)
hexagon to the (3,3) hexagon yields the rim we expect from
the chiral vector, see Fig. 3 (0.03). The number of armchair
Na ¼ 2  m and zigzag dangling bonds Nz ¼ nm for this rim
configuration depend solely on the chirality. Following the
rim in Fig. 1a from left to right leads to the notation of the
particular rim configuration: aa:aa:aa:aa:aa:, which has
Na ¼ 10 and Nz ¼ 0. An angled rim has Na ¼ 2 and
Nz ¼ n þ m2, with m 6¼ 0, and it can be obtained by
following the other full line path between (0,0) and (3,3). It
has a aaðn1Þz:ðm1Þz rim structure. All the paths inside of
the borders created by the full lines in Fig. 2 lead to different
rim configurations, which have to fulfill the condition
Na þ Nz ¼ n þ m. There are simple rules to derive a rim
from the rim creation sheet: (i) The route must not go in

Figure 2 Rim creation sheet with the possible rim paths for a (3,3)
nanotube. Connecting the lower corner of the (0,0) hexagon with the
lower corner of the (3,3) hexagon by any of the paths inside of the full
line border yields a (3,3) rim.
ß 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

Figure 3 All possible (3,3)-armchair nanotube rims from C2 addition. The numbers at the bottom right of the rims are defined by A:BC
with A the number of added C2, B a counting variable for different
rims (0 is special, as these are half or full layers) and C the number of
addition sites. The grey shaded side represents the body of the tube.

circles, (ii) borders are not allowed to be crossed and
(iii) paths only include " up, . down-left and - up-left
steps.
The rim configurations derived by the rim creation sheet
are presented in Fig. 3. The numbers at the bottom right of the
rims are defined by A:BC where A denotes the number of
added C2 compared to the rim derived from the circumferential vector, B is a counting variable for different rims (0 is
special, as these are half or full layers) and C is the number of
addition sites.
The amount of carbon atoms that needs to be added to
complete a full layer depends on the chirality and is equal to
the number of rim atoms 2  ðn þ mÞ. For a (3,3) tube the
addition of n þ m ¼ 6 C2 to a rim structure can lead to a
symmetrically equivalent rim structure, e.g. 0:03 ¼ 6:03 or
1:32 ¼ 7:32 .
In the first line of Fig. 3 ð0:03 ! 1:12 Þ we introduce the
armchair kinks; A kink occurs in Fig. 3 (1.12) at the first # as
in the rim expected for the chiral vector the path would have
to go down. At the second # in Fig. 3 (1.12) another kink
occurs and the remaining rim corresponds to the rim
structure expected from the chiral vector. Two armchair
kinks are equal to a C2 addition between two armchair sites of
the rim, changing the rim configuration by transformation of
2a into 2z dangling bonds. With the number of armchair
kinks k ¼ 2  x, (x ¼ 0; 1; . . .; m2; m1), we can derive all
m possible rim configurations in dependence of Na and Nz
Na ¼ 2  mk;

(1)
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(2)

The maximal number of armchair kinks in a rim is
kmax ¼ 2  ðm1Þ. From Fig. 3 it is clear that the number of
possible rims for a certain chirality is not equal to the number
of possible rim configurations depending on Na and Nz .
Various configurations, however 1.12, 1.22 and 1.32 are
identical by symmetry, allowing for a reduction to the m rim
configurations designated by Na and Nz .
Up to now we only treated a rim of an achiral (armchair)
tube. But similar considerations are applicable to chiral
tubes. In Fig. 4 we present rims of a (6,4) tube, constructed
with the rim creation sheet. The addition to different addition
sites at the rim yields different transitions for the rim
configuration. We can derive three kinds of growth sites
aa:aa, aa:z and z:z, with z:aa being equal to aa:z by
symmetry. Addition to other rim sites, aa, az, za and zz does
not add hexagons and is therefore suppressed by energetical
reasons. Table 1 presents all rim sites and the transitions for
growth sites. Addition of C2 to an aa:aa growth site induces a
transition aa:aa ! zaaz removing a growth site. For aa:z we
have a aa:z ! zaa: transition with C2 addition, which shifts
the dangling bonds and the growth sites. The C2 addition to
z:z induces a transition z:z ! :aa: adding a growth site to the
rim. It is possible to create a different growth site type with
C2 addition to a growth site, as dangling bonds and growth
sites are moved and transformed.

Figure 4 Various rims of a (6,4) nanotube with different rim sites.
(a) Expected rim configuration. (b) After C2 addition to (a) at aa.aa,
removing an addition site. (c) After C2 addition to (a) at aa.z, moving
the addition site. (d) Most angled rim of the (6,4) tube. (e) After C2
addition to (d) at z.z, adding an addition site.
www.pss-b.com

Table 1 Overview of site types in a nanotube rim. ‘D:’ represents
the change in addition site number and ‘transition’ the change of
the bond structure with C2 addition.
site

D:

transition

example

aa:aa
aa:z/z:aa
z:z
aa
az=za
zz

1
0
þ1
–
–
–

aa:aa ! zaaz
aa:z ! zaa:/z:aa ! :aaz
z:z ! :aa:
–
–
–

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

4a!b
4a!c
4d!e
4e
4b
4d

The rims of carbon nanotubes contain different numbers
of growth sites depending on chiral indexes (n,m) and the
exact rim configuration. The number of growth sites in the
rim configuration derived from the circumferential vector
(e.g. 6.03 configuration in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4a) are

2mn if 2mn > 0
Naa:aa ¼
;
(3)
0
otherwise

Naa:z ¼ minðm; nmÞ;

(4)

and Nz:z ¼ 0. All chiral tubes have at least one aa:z site in the
rim configuration derived from the circumferential vector at
which growth can occur without inducing armchair kinks.
The chiral selectivity of the growth process of carbon
nanotubes can be derived from the chirality dependent
number and type of growth sites in the rim, which also
changes during the elongation of the nanotube [13].
The rim configuration depends on the environment of the
rim. The rim is deformed if its environment is taken into
account. In vacuum the dangling bonds tend to bend out of
the nanotube axis and the rim atoms decrease their nearest
neighbour distances [14, 15]. Rims in contact with other
atomic species, e.g. a metallic catalyst, interact with the
surface of the catalyst and the rims are deformed according to
the surface structure [6]. Therefore the rim expected from the
circumferential vector is not in every case the most likely
rim, as a preformed contact can force the nanotube rim into a
certain rim configuration. This is an important aspect which
can be used to create tailored NEMS. Angled rims are
expected to show different transport barriers compared to
rims expected from the chiral vector as the dangling bond
structure is changed. This allows to tailor the host material to
fit a certain rim structure, which manipulates the barriers that
develop between the nanotube and host material interface.
Further if carbon nanotube based composites are considered,
it is possible to manipulate, e.g. the elastic or thermal
properties by the interface shape.
3 Conclusion In summary, we presented and studied
various rim configurations of carbon nanotubes. We
showed how to derive the rim configurations with the help
of simple geometrical methods. Rims consist of armchair
ß 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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dangling bonds, zigzag dangling bonds and addition sites,
which together constitute three different kinds of growth
sites. Rims depend on chirality and the exact rim
configuration which influence the angle of the tube end.
The rims of carbon nanotubes with equal chirality have a
varying distribution of zigzag and armchair dangling
bonds depending on the rim configuration. Carbon
nanotubes of the same chirality can contain, e.g. different
energy barriers for electronic transport. The environment of
the nanotube shapes the rim and therefore opens a new field
of designing tailored NEMS contacts and nanotube based
composites.
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